
Writing Using P.I.E. Format 

P = Point 

This presents the topic of the paragraph to the reader. 

I = Illustration 

This adds general evidence to support your point or 
refines the topic. 

E = Explanation 

This is the longest section where all the details related 
to your Point and Illustration are discussed. 



Example 

Below is the topic of an imaginary essay.  This presentation will demonstrate using the 
PIE Format to answer an essay question.  You can use the PIE Format for each 
paragraph of an essay.  Just one paragraph will be included as an example in this 
presentation.   Here’s the example question: 

 

Write a paragraph outlining the influence of the 
music of Mexico on the Hawaiian hula. 



Topic Sentence Sample 
“Point” 

Assigned Question/Task:  Write a paragraph outlining the influence of the 
music of Mexico on the Hawaiian hula. 

 

The sentence below is good example of the “Point” portion of an essay on 
this topic.  A reader would have a clear idea of what your paragraph is 
going to be about. 

 

The modern hula has been influenced by many outside sources, 
including musical elements from Mexico.   

 
Notice that key words from the assigned question/task appear in the “Point” sentence.  

Many times you will just need to rephrase the question/task. 

 



Sample Topic Sentence 
“Point” 

 

Here’s an example of a bad “Point” sentence.  The “Point” below is too broad for the 
small focus of the paragraph topic.  It is also not addressing the topic. It doesn’t 
mention the hula or Mexico. 

 
Hawaii is comprised of many different islands 
with people from many different ethnic 
groups.  All of these have had some kind of 
impact on Hawaiian life. 

 

 



Sample Topic Sentence 
“Point” 

The topic sentence (“point”) below is trying to hard to be 
picturesque.  Keep it simple.  It is also impossible to 
determine the topic of the essay from this sentence.  At least 
this mentions the hula, but not the Mexican influences. 

 

On the wind-swept ocean shores of the Island of 
Kauai, the sound of singing rises into the air 
over the roar of the waves.  It is the 
performance of a hula, the traditional dance 
of the Hawaiian people.   

 

 



Choose the Best Point 

Here’s another example.  Read the topic then decide what “Point” sentence you think is best.  
Remember, good Point sentences often just rephrase the assigned topic! 

 

Assigned question/topic:  Write an essay describing how the modern powwow demonstrates a 
blending of American Indian and “mainstream” American cultures. 

 

Which “Point” sentence is best? 

 

A - America is a very large country comprised of many different ethnic groups.  Among them are 
the American Indians. 
 

B - Modern powwows represent a blending of American Indian and “mainstream” American 
culture by incorporating traditional tribal customs with modern American customs. 
 

C - On the shores of the Little Bighorn River, a festival drum penetrates the air.  It is the drum of 
Crow Fest, a large, modern powwow presented by the Crow tribe.    

 



Answer 

Choice “B” was the best “Point” sentence for the 
topic. 



Topic Sentence and Support 
“Point” and “Illustration” 

The next part of the PIE is “I” for “Illustration”.  This is simply adding a general example 
or two from reading/research that supports your “Point”.   Or, as in the case of the 
example below, provides additional information but no specific details. 

 

This example has a strong topic statement so the reader knows what you are going to 
be discussing in your essay.  It also includes an “illustration” (the “I” of the PIE) to 
add clarity to the statement. 

The modern hula has been influenced by many outside sources, 
including musical elements from Mexico.   

    Some of these musical elements include instruments and very 
specific singing techniques. 

 
This “Illustration” sentence refined the topic by mentioning what musical elements 
will be addressed in the remainder of the paragraph. 



Topic Sentence and Support 
“Point” and “Illustration” 

The easiest way to add the “illustration” slice is to find a quote from your 
reading/research that backs up your topic sentence.   
 

The modern hula has been influenced by many outside sources, 
including musical elements from Mexico.  “Mexican Vaqueros 
arrived on the islands in 1832 to help control the cattle 
population bringing their instruments and singing style with 
them” (Polk 35). 
 

Note the parenthetical citation – it is the author’s name and the page number 
where the quote was found.  Also notice that this “Illustration” quote 
didn’t add a lot of detail, but it did “refine” the “Point” by letting the 
reader know that the paragraph will be about instruments and vocal style. 

 

 



Choose the Best “Illustration” 

Assigned question/topic:  Write an essay describing how the modern powwow demonstrates a 
blending of American Indian and “mainstream” American cultures. 

 

Point 

Modern powwows represent a blending of American Indian and “mainstream” American culture 
by incorporating traditional tribal customs with modern American customs. 

 

Which illustration is best? 

A 

The festival may include the performance of historic dances  at one venue while a golf 
tournament is held at another. 

B 

The traditional elements include historic dances at a powwow competition that include the grass 
dance, the northern and southern traditional dance, and the men’s and women’s fancy dance.  At 
the same time, there are basketball and golf tournaments, beauty pageants, and parades, all 
representing “American” culture. 

 

 



Answer 

Choice “A” is the best “Illustration” sentence.  
Choice “B” has way too much detail.  The 
“Illustration” is usually one or two sentences. 



“Explanation” 

The last section of the PIE is “E” for “Explanation”.  This is where you elaborate further on your 
illustration.  This is done in your own words.  Since you are explaining your “illustration”, 
there is no need to plagiarize additional words of others!  In this example, each section of the 
paragraph is color coded to the three sections of the PIE. 

The modern hula has been influenced by many outside sources, including musical 
elements from Mexico. “Mexican Vaqueros arrived on the islands in 1832 to help 
control the cattle population bringing their instruments and singing style with 
them” (Polk 35).  The influences of Mexico are distinct in the videos of the auana 
hula (modern hula) that were analyzed in class.  I saw guitars of various shapes and 
sizes in each of the videos, including the tiny ukulele.  Reading in the Latin 
American portion of the textbook indicated that Latin Americans have developed 
more variants on the guitar than any other region of the world many of which 
were brought to Hawaii with the vaqueros.  In the videos with male singers, 
falsetto was prevalent (along with a yodel with the female singers).  This could be a 
connection to the Huasteca ensemble of Mexico.  It is also worth noting the 
melody is much more complex than the 2-3 note melodies of the traditional hulas 
(kahiko hula) studied.  

 



Another Example 

 

Modern powwows represent a blending of American Indian and 
“mainstream” American culture by incorporating tribal customs with 
modern American traditions.  The festival may include the performance of 
historic dances  at one venue while a golf tournament is held at another.  
Analysis of the posters promoting modern powwow celebrations look 
similar to most community festivals and fairs found throughout the 
country with parades, beauty contests, basketball tournaments and food 
such as corn dogs and funnel cakes.  The incorporation of the powwow 
and dance competition add the traditional American Indian element and 
includes dances such as the grass dance, fancy dance (men’s and women’s 
versions), and Northern and Southern plains “traditional” dances. 

 



P.I.E. Pyramid 

Notice that all three sections are clearly related 
but with additional detail added in each section. 

  

P 

 

I 

 

E 



A Bad Example 

Assigned Question/Task:  Write a paragraph outlining the influence of the music of 
Mexico on the Hawaiian hula. 

 

The paragraph below has three sections that are not related to each other. The “Point” 
is good, but the “Illustration” (in blue) switches gears and begins talking about a new 
topic.  Is the origin of the hula part of the assigned question/task?  (No.  So don’t write 
about it).  The “Explanation” (in red) begins with information not related to the 
assigned question or the “Point” sentence. 

 

The modern hula has been influenced by many outside sources, including musical 
elements from Mexico.   The hula is a traditional dance that was originally to honor 
Hawaiian gods and legends.  They originally danced in front of a statue representing 
the god the dance honored.  Hula schools, called halau, were very demanding.  
Students had very strict rules including how long their fingernails could be.  The 
modern, western-influenced hula is very different and has guitars and a singing style 
from Mexico. 

 


